Buckner Companies Adds Two Crawler Cranes to Heavylift Fleet

Buckner Companies has expanded their Heavylift crane division with the addition of two of Liebherr’s newest crawler cranes, the LR 11000. The LR 11000 has been designed from the ground up to provide a small footprint for work in constricted areas such as refineries, as well as keeping component weights and dimensions small enough to allow for easy and rapid transport. When recently shown at Bauma 2013, the assembly crew proclaimed the LR 11000 went together as easily as a 600-ton class machine, despite its massive rating of 1102 US tons.

In addition to impressive lifting capacities, the LR 11000 comes with a wide array of boom configurations, including the innovative new PowerBoom, or “P-boom” as it is known. The P-boom allows for a drastic increase in lifting capacity up to 1432 US tons, nearly matching that of the LR 11350.

When combined with a derrick and tray or wagon, the LR 11000 / P1300 puts Buckner Heavylift Cranes in an entirely new class of lifting capacity.